## Analysis & Test Review for “The Possibility of Evil”

### CHARACTERIZATION

Miss Strangeworth is: (a quality she possesses)

I know this because she: (explain in your own words)

The text that can DEFEND my answer is: (text evidence)

### CHARACTERIZATION

Miss Strangeworth is: (another quality she possesses)

I know this because she: (explain in your own words)

The text that can DEFEND my answer is: (text evidence)

### CONFLICT

What is the **MAJOR** CONFLICT in this story? (explain in your own words)

What type of conflict is it? *(Choose one: Man VS Man; Man VS Self; Man VS Nature; Man VS Society; Man VS Fate)*

The text that can DEFEND my answer is: (text evidence)
## CHARACTER MOTIVATION

What is Miss Strangeworth’s moral dilemma? (explain in your own words)

Why does she feel as though she is doing something morally right? (explain in your own words)

The text that can DEFEND my answer is: (text evidence)

## THEME

What theme (moral/message/lesson) is the author trying to convey? (Don’t make this SO specific to the story. Make it about life in general.)

I know this because: (explain in your own words)

The text that can DEFEND my answer is: (text evidence)

## TITLE

What is the meaning of this story’s title? (explain in your own words)

Why is this title the most appropriate title for this story? (explain in your own words)